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A Different Approach to Evaluating Health Effects from Radiation Exposure

V. P. Bondl, Co A. Sondhaus2, and L. E. Feinendegen3

ABSTRACT

Absorbed dose D is shown to be a composite variable, the product of

the fraction of cells hit (F) and the mean “dose” (hit size) E to the hit

cells. D is suitable for use with high level exposure (HLE) to radiatioa

and its resulting acute organ effects because F = 1.0, so that D

approximates closely enough the mean energy density in both the cell and

the organ. However, with low-level exposure (LLE) to radiation and its

consequent probability of cancer induction from a single cell, F is <<1.0

and stochastic delivery of energy to cells results In a wide distribution

of 81ngle hit sizes. As a result the expectation value of Z is constant

with exposure, so that only F can vary uith D. However, because D is the

mean organ- and not cell dose, the apparent proportionality between this

quantity and the fraction of cells transformed, obtained with LLE, is

misleading. It does not mean that any (cell) dose, no matter how small,

can be lethal. Rather, it means that an exposure of a population of the

constituent relevant cells of an organ results In a linear increase in the

number of cells dosed, but not in cell dose. The probability of such a

dosed cell transforming and initiating a cancer can only be greater than

zero if the hit size (“dose of energy”) to the cell is large enough.

Otherwise stated, if the “dose” Is defined at the proper level of

biological organization, namely, the cell and not the organ, only a brge

dose to that cell is effective. The above precepu are utilized to develop

a drastically different approach to evaluation of the risk from LLE, that

holds promise of obviating any requirement for use in this region of the

principal components of the present system: absorbed organ dose, LET, a

standard radiation, RBE, Q, dose equivalent and rem.
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INTRODUCTION

Radiation is one of the few, if not the only agent of interest in the

health sciences that spans the entire range from constituting an ubiquitous

environmental agent of concern, to being an effeccive therapeutic agent for

the control of cancer. These characteristics place the former in the realm

of public health including accident statistics and epidemiology (Ph); the

latter in the discipline of pharmacology, toxicology, and medicine (Md).

The same sets of characteristics that separate low-level exposure (LLE) to

radiation from high-level exposure (HLE) require that the primary v

independent variable be the amount of exposure to agent-~rrying objects

(charged particles) in the environment of cells for the first; but mean

dose to the organ or other cell system for the second.

The basic radiation quantities and units in current use and defined by

the ICRU (1) were developed during that era in vhich a central theme was

therapeutic uses and thus early acute effects on an organ or a tumor:

clearly in the Md realm. Thus, the description and quantification of these

effects of HLh could, and still can be comfortably accommodated by those

quantities and units adopted early during this period. The principal

variable was, and continues to be organ or tumor absorbed dose, on which

depends the fraction of organs or tumors responding quantally (i.e., an

all-or-nothing change of state, from one of functional, to essentially

permanent dysfunction or death).

However, this state of affairs was not achieved without considerable

discussion and disagreements about how the “amount’”or quanti~ of

radiation was to be defined. In the physicist’s eye, this quantity was

either the number of energy-carrying particles per unit area per unit time

flowlng from the source, or alternatively the total energy flow from a

source, per unit area, i.e., either the particle or total energy fluence,

or a parameter of these variables. However, from the physician’s

standpoint, these quantities expressing the strength of either the -,

radiation source or field were considered tn be Irrelevant: what mattered c.

was that energy actually absorbed in tissue. In fact, the *’skinerythema se

dose” unit of radiation “amount”’had already been Invented and used, which i..

by-passed any physical measurement beyond the duration of time spent in 8 in~

radiation field calibrated against such a ‘biological dosirm?ter’”.
. ep[,
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The two vie~s were eventl]+lly resolved, but only aft~r ttw second

meeting of the ICRIIin 1923 (1). At this gdtherind the “qL]9ntity”” of

x-radiation was defined as the Roentgen, equal, with additional detailed

specifications, to one elec~cast~tic unit of char~e in one cc of air. It

deems evident that t]leword ‘“qua[ltitY*Cwas meant to be interpreted in the

pltysical sense, i.e., :3Sa I,leasureof the field Or source ~trengch.

However, due in part to ambiguity amon~ the words ‘“a~unt”, “quantity”’, and

““dose””,and in part to the fact that air and tissue have close b the same

electron density, the physicists “’quantity”’of radiation uas approximately

equal-, or proportional to the physician’s ““amount’”,i.e., dose. Thus

almost immediately tl~eRoeutgen was widely described as the unit of x-ray

“’dose”. The ICRilin time endorsed this preemptive move, as evidenced by

the later arioptionof the ‘“rep”and then the rad, with dimensions of energy

per unit masq, as the unit of absorbed dose. ~iowever, the quantity

exposure? with the Roent3erl as the unft, was retained, h’ich fl~proved

instrumentation and the use of phantoms f.srmeasurement in depth, this

system lwsscontinued to work well for HLE, even ‘whenhigh-LET radiations,

necessitating the use of the concept of relative bfolo5Lcal effectiveness

(RBli),were introduced into the radiotherapy of tumors.

The basic principLe involved in the above described controversy can be

stated as follows: For a physician (or anyoue) to estimate the probability

of a serious or lethal consequence of stochastic agent transfer, preferred

is an evaluation of the severity of injury sustained by the casualty.

Tacking this, ~n estl,oateof the dose uf the offendi~g agelt is the next

fall-back po~ition. Exposure 1s of little or no help in this regard. That

is to s3y, needed for pto~osis evaluacfon is an objec&-or~ented quantity

that relates to #hat fs ksppenil~g in the individual of concern, be that

fnciivtdualan organ or a cell.

bw-Lavel Radiation Exposure

It xas observed qutte early that cancer could result from HLE.

However, only much later was it widely appreciated that the “single

cell-originating” etfects, cancer and heritable effects, must ;IISO he t,qkerj

$ertously, even at very low doses , or larger doses .atvery 10Q dose rates,

i.e., following LLE, It was also apparent that the basic phenomena

involved fell into the Mtegory of Ph, particularly its subdiscipline of

epldemiolo~ and accident statistics. lluwever,no effort was made to
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lajust tne I>3s1cquancictes :Jndunits as :Ie:fiandedby chi:;diftcrent

.ilSCi[JliQ~. l’ilis decision prE!:l,3cdGthe fin(lil~~that must hum.ia CUIJOKS~re

!JUllUc’Lu(lr31and thUs Presu,.]dbtysi:l~l~cell in ori~ill. Tt,euse 01 ~hsorbe~

dose a~so bec~nrestandard ycti.cticewith studies using “simple ceil”

prepar~tiocs . Here a defined cell popub LLo Ll W3 be re~arded dS tk!e

“Systeril”co whicn an “IJrcauuose” can ‘beappliea,

k!owever, serious conceptual and operational ditticulties were

encaunt~r~d. t.roble[:lswill be ?detailWi lat~’~inkhile s rlu:nbecof K.hese,.

this con:r,unic~tiorr,the initial objecLive is simply to indicate the IJSSIC

reason for the diff~clllties aSSOcfdted ~itirthis ittempt to use the old

concepts and quantities npprupriat~ for HLii, for LLE that requires ?h

concegts. A new approach to the evaluation of risk from LLL, and its

application are then presentad, following which the method of application

is described. This 1s fo~luwed by a mare cetailed and tt?ChniCd~

description of the underlying concepts and methodologies. A more detailed

critique of the presently used “’dosimetric”’system Is then given.

The principal point of the proposed approach is nut necessarily to

alter the estimates gf the risk ot exposure as derived using present

meti~odolugies, althougii SUCIIH tesult is probable. Rather, iL is to show

that the present FM framework In uhich LLE risk assessment is presently

cast 1s concept~ally inappropriate and rrrisleadins,and should be replaced

by one appropriate foe Ph.

The Problem and the hew Approach

A f-retcentta~ to the need for a new approach to LLE,Kish evaluation ~.,.’
will ~t this point simply be stated, and then lacer demonstr~ted. This is $

that the absorbed dose D to an organ can be shown to be proportional to, \~

and a dependent parameter for tilequantity exposure of the cell population f
I

conrprisirl~the elements of the organ system, expressible in terms of tl)e ~

I)arameter paztlcle fiuence. That 1s to say, b is proportional to the t
&

number of primary particles per untt area, vrhichis a de~crlptor of the 5
;

radiation source, and of the radiation field in which the cell popu~tion +

Qf an organ or other cell population of interest 1s expaseri.
~,,the ~

Thus, . $:

t?

or

in.

aw

Pby

the

Phys ,

tunro~

typical organ dose-cell response curves shown in Fig. 1, the absorbed dose ~:
..

Say,.,,
shown on the abscissa should be regarded conceptually although not

...

.$ charac
j

numerically, as the exposure expressed in termb of particle flUenCe, to one ~u
.,.-
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which the cell population of .~norfi,~nor otl~er cell population of interest
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G
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i=20.* Y/
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Fig. 1 Conventional absorbed dose-cell quantal response
functions for radiations of a wide rarigeof qualities
(from Ref. 2). It is indicated on the abscissa tl}at
the absorbed dose, in cellular terms, translates vlth
LLE, into number of hits/cell (the numerical value given
for hits per cell, which changes with radiation quality, is
for x-rays only).

Thus the basfc problem appears to be conceptually identical to that

encountered by the early physicians who wished to know the dose to the

or.ga~. The radiobiologist concerned with the study of single cell-

initiated effects must be interested in the number of cells dosed at all

a~d in amount of energy deposited in the individual cells--not with

physical quantities that relate only to what may be in the environment of

the cells.

The solutlon to this problem must lie in the same appro~ch used by the

physicians, uho had t-mdirect way of determini~ the dose that the living

tumor or normal tissues were receiving from e Eiven exposure. That 1s to

say, since the requirement is to estimate the doses to living cells, the

characteristics of a “cell phantom” must be outlined. Houever, in doing so

one must keep in mind that, unlike the early (and presen[~ physicians uho
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operated in an itd mode, the priblei~must k a;’pro,achedtrOM rhe p~j i.e.j

epicleniologicaland accident statistics $taudpoints. This iS, Of cOUrSe,

because any transfer of radiation energy to the individual cells WkeS

pl.]ceonly as a cesult of stochastic (i.e., due to random processes)

encounters or collisions between a char~ed particle and a tar~et-containing

volume (TW) within the celt. Thus we ficst need, with LLE, the

(fractional) number of cell; hit. Also, !}ecause energy is deposit~d in the

T~~ in separate, discrete amounts, tieneed also the amount of energy

rie~oslted,i.e., the “hit size” or “cell dose”. The ma~nltude of the cell

ease virles greatly from cell to cell, and ran~es from zero to the mxlcruM

amount of kinetic energy carried by the ~rticle. In other uords, the

dose, to be relevant, must be registered in individuals at the level of

biological organization at which tl~einitiation of the response of interest .

occurs. The important conclusi~n is that, while with HLE only the one :.

;,hysic~lquantity organ dose is requlrec)for risk evaluation, witn LLL at
,$..
:..,<-:

least two separate quantities are needed. :$.
@:

The first requirement, to be able to register tilenumber of cells hit ‘
%-:

aud dosed during any given exposure period, can be accomplished if the
?-
;?.

pbintom response is determined electronically. This provides tor the short i:

recover] time needed in order that many hits per cell can be recorded
‘,

/\t.e., If an array of phantom cells registers a total of x hits durifigan t

exposure time t, then a sln~l~
$

‘“rapidly recovering’” phantom cell will dlso ,

register K hits during a time xt). This property of the phantom will, vitll ,&

use of the appropriate scalin~ factor, provide us with the first of at
.,
J.

least two !>robabilittes needed in principle for epidemiologlcal evaluation, ~:

namely, the number of hits per cell, equal numerically to the probability ~

that a cell will be hit, dosed, and injured. 3-
$t

i~ext, the phantom must record separately every discrete hit on the ●.r.

phantom cell, as well as the amount of the energy deposited. ‘Chat is to

say, it must provide the distribljtlon of the ma~nicudes of the energy
(
1
k.

deposits in the cell TCV’S, or tilecell doses. This distribution of cell g

doses must be ohtafnable for any given exposure to a single type of
:,

radiation, or any mixture. .;,
.

The electronic phanton,arranges the stochastically delivered cell

doses rteatlyin order of Increasing magnitude. Thus we have the ex~~t

analogue of what is commonly used in pharmacology and toxicology to

i
r

t!
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construct an organ dose-organ res!>onsccurve--

doses,
a tr~ded series of cell

which in principle permits us to develop a function for the

(fractional) number of hit cells that will respond (Iuantally, at each value

of cell dose. This function provides the cor.ditiona~ probabilities that,

if hic, and lf a dose of a gfven ma~nfcude fs rece~ved, a gfven cell will

respond quantally. Thus this function is the cell analugue of the ‘“or~an

dose-nrgan response” curve. Such curves have bees derived for sever~l

cellular end points (3). We thus have three probabilities to be evaluated,

1) that, with a gfven amount of exposure , a cell will be hit, 2) ti]at che

dose to the cell will be of a given size, and 3) that the cell will respond

quantally. It i$ these probabilities that permit the estfwation, for a

g~v~n exPosure~ of the fraction of those exposed cells that will respond

quantally.

An example will help to clarify the above statements. In Fig. 2 are

sb~~n schel,laticallythree distributions of cell doses from stochastic

Zw
\

z=

/

//
+/
I

\
[ \

totalhit,for

exposureE-1

I

Lo

0.5

0

CL”
II

<=

z“

.
Celldose, z

Fig. 2 Schematic distributions of cell aascs for three levels

of exposure to a radiation of a given quality or mixture. t{ote
tha~ only the areas under the discr.ibution and not the shape
increase with exposure. The smaller distributions in the lower
right region result from multiplying the larger distributions by

the HSEF shown.
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:Jarticle Cullistons, for a rtoLatiGn of a defi;ed qu~lity. !~otethat ~S the

.SXi)O.SUEe i:Icr~~s~s, nei the: the ‘flednIl[)r the :mxlrwm of the d~strtllut~~iis

clkiil~es--it is only tiw arez under the distributions, i.e., tilenu~lberOf

exposed c=lls hit, that increase~. Note also that e~ch distribution

vepr,:sent.ia gr~ded series of cell cWSes. Also ShOWIl iS the S-shaped

Cdrve, an HSC~ (hit-size effectlveouss function), the relationship

dissussed above that provides the l,rababilityof a quantal response as a

ful-lctiocof the cell dosf-!. if the cell dOSe distrtbucion iS multiplied by

the HSLF, the result wII1 be the correspomlingl:~ marked smaller

iil.strtbution,under the lar~e? one. The irea under the smaller

Iistrll]lltionprovides the si:ljjleand dewc,nining end point in quantitative

1

=epidenfol~gy or risk assessnenl

f..e., the fraction of those ce’

Iespond quant~lly.

related to single cell-inltiatcd endpoints,

1s exposed during a given exposure chac will

I

1

Mat

mor~ than

~eternlne

cell ‘dill

the H:;LF’,

respon5e.

has ?~erirefereed to

the cell analogue of

akve as a “cell phantom*’actually iS much

an organ phantom. Rather than simply

a dose to a sin~le cell, it pr~vicles nut only tilerisk that a

be dosed and Chat dose will he of a given size, but also, with

the prabdbility that Chat dose will result in a quantal

Thus the phantom might more appropriately be called a “cell risk

hee{iput

Of the

meter”’,rather than a “’microdosimecer”’.

‘WW tht the basic outlLnes of the proposed approach have

f,nrth,the necessary r,ore det,~iledinformation on each t!le~ent

overall approach can be provtded.

Dose Confused with Exposure

111order to explaln and extend tlw above title and statements, it iS

useful first to demonstrate the relationship between the absorbed dose to

the organ system and that to the cellular elements of t~lacsystem. T!Iis

can he done as follows:
r

(
‘\

+ )‘lb--- = ___a__-_.___~&;-~.‘la +-—-..—-------- )

~dE /
Nl]

/’

‘H.—

‘E
r)

.t
tet!z in

.

iCRIJpublications to specify that the is tomean
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in which z is a single energy deposition in the u~rgec-containing volume

(TCV) of the cell, i.e., the “cell dose”; Nl)and h’Lare Lhe number of

hit and exposed cells, respectively, and F is the probablltty of a cell TO

receivin~ an energ~ deposit during exposure E, equal numerically to

X“/IdE.

However, it is well known from physics thdt,

(2)

in which O is the field strengt}lmeasured as fluence rate (units of

particles cm-2 ~-1), uhlch expresses the rate of exposure (of cells) to the

energy-conveying charged particles; tE is the exposure time; f?Iis tl~e

fluence to uhfch che total exposure is aumecLcSlly equal; and G is the

“cross section*’,or constant of proportionality. Thus, substituting in

Eq. (l), from Eq. (2),

in which Z = k because, with ~tochastic energy deposition, and LLE, the

expectation value of the mean cell dose is invariant with exposure.

Eq. (1) confirms that stated above, namely that D to the organ system

is not a dose to the cell, end that lcs equivalent 1s required for the

level of biological org~nization, the cell, that is appro,oriate to the

“’late sin~le-cell initiated effects””of LLE, tnutii~enesisand

carcinogenesis. D conceptually becomes the exposure of the cell

population, to which NHiNE is pruportlonal, thst is to say, the

“object-oriented quanclty” ‘HiNE, as seen in Eq. (3), is proportional

to the primary independent “field-oriented” variable fhe exposure E, for

~hich $ can be used as a parameter.

With D becoming ~ conceptually, a rational basis for the

“l~near-non-threshold” relationship is provtded. Although frw

toxfc~~ogfcal priacip~es a purported linear relationship between dose and

the probability of a qnantal response tends to defy credulity, such a

relationship between exposure E and the number of (stochastically) dosed

individuals, or of those showing a quantal response is quite reasonable.
i
!!
,1
p

1’
1!
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The fact that D is effectively exposure and not dose also provides insight

into what the basic problem is when one attempts, as is done in Fig. 1, to

express the biological response of cells in terms of a sinQe variable,

i.e., as E, or the proportional parameter D. This is depicted in Fig. 3,

tne lover panel of which shows conceptually two of the curves given in

Fig. 1. In the upper panel is a three-dimensional schematic, on the

exposure-NqiNL plane of which iS depicted the same curve and labeled

points shown in the lower panel. Cm the Nq/NE-Cell dose plane are the

cell dose distributions, i.e., the relative numbers of cells dosed, as a

function of the cell dose, z.

Fig. 3 A three-dimensional schematic plot, designed to ShOW

that any single point on a given conventional absorbed doee-rssp
curve does not represent a sln.glevalue of cell dose. Rather,

each point, for any quality radiation, represents an entire
distribution of cell doses, as shown on the plane representing
Nq/NE VS Z.
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It then becomes additionally clear that each point on the linear curve

dGes not represent a single value of cell dose, uith all dosed individuals

having received nominally the same value, as is implied in the term

‘“dose-response*”curve. Rather, each point equates to an errtire

distribution representing groups of cells with different doses. Such

dlstrfbutlons are implied in Eq. (1) showing that D = ~F, in that

obviously, to have 5 z, there must exfst a corresponding distribution. The

number of dosed cells at each value of z represents a graded series of cell

doses, identical in concept to such a series used in Yd to determine the

probability of an organ response curve as a function of dose.

A Cell Risk Meter: I’licrodoslmetry

“MLcrodosimetry”, although originally applied only in the context of

tne techniques devised by ROSSi et al. (4-6) to masure the number of hits

per cell and their magnitude, has nuu been extended to include both

instrumental and Calculational approaches to detsrminlng the same

quantities.l It is perhaps more illuminating to describe the imstrurnent

approach.

A microdoslmeter can b regarded as simply a proportional counter

containing tissue equivalent gas. Even though the counter may be

centimeters in diameter, partial evacuation and suitable scaling permits

ready simulation of subcelluler Wlumes of several microns in diameter.

Each time a particle impinges on or traverses the instrument, a single

‘“hit”iS registered, aud the size of the resulting “event”, measured in

.
‘The idea of discrete , stochastic high-density energy depositions resulting
from radiation exposure probably originated early with Dessauer’s “point

heat” theory (7) and was certainly well appreciated by Lea (8). However,
these ideas were not formally developed until the “microdosimeter’” was
Invented by tissi (4-6). Its use has been more in the context of a
substitute for the quantity LET, ~ describe energy depoaitlons wlthln a
non-anatomically defined “gross sensitive volume” within the cell. The
idea of a “cell dose- was probably first applied practically by Bond and
Feinendegen (9), and developed In NCRP Report No. 63 (10). The practical
application of the microdosimeer as a cell phantom with ~hich
Stochastlcally delivered cell doses could be determined 1s relatively

recent (Bond et al., Feinendegen et al., Refs. 11-14).
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terms of the size of the ion casca(le, is tiiken as the ma~nltude of the hit,

i.?. che “nit size” or cell dose. Thus , o~~eoi~tains not only the

distri~utl~i~ of tl]estochastically delivered hit siZt?S,but ~1~0 the total

number of discrete hits for the ~iven alnount of ex,posure. Since the

instrument represe~,ts a single cell, the readout can be in terms of

hitsiex~osed cell. The microdosimeter registers essemcially all impfnsing

char~ed !}articles. However, with scaling factors as large as 108, and with

extremely small exposures, it provides the ratio hic/(hit plus unhit)

cells, i.e., the fraction of exposed cells hit as least once. It @n

quantify “interspersed” partial body radiation, in ~hich some contiguous

cells are hic and ot;lersare not. An additional important characteristic

of stochastic cell particle encounters is time rate. The mean time between

dose deliveries cafibe vqrled at will. Thus a single cell T’CVcan be

subjected to from none up to a very large numhr of encounters, in an

arbicrarlly short period of time.

Sxamples of microdoslmetr~c distributions, for radiations of three

LET’s are shown in Figure 4. The amount of energy depositsd has been

designated the “’specific energy” (4-6)} with dimensions the same as those

of absorbed dose, namely, energylmass. However, because of tileneed to use

the noun additionally as both an adjective and verb, and for brevity, lt

o,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1 ,,,8,,,,,‘“’’’’1,*:‘“’’’”l‘“’””

TCVDlom.8pm
6.0–

2= -
20–

0.0- “
,0-3

nGoCoy #// ,
4

// i.

f

/

IO-2 10-’ ,00 ,.l ,02

-.

-

.

,,lnll
,.3

W SIZEZ (rod)

Fig. 4 Microdoslmetric z distributions for three radiations

of different qualities. Note chat the variance of the mean
value -n be quite large, and that the diatributlons overlap.
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has commonly been =lled a ““hit”. Also, with the dLaneter of the lW

specified as a nucleus of 8 microns in diameter, the term “elementary d~se”

and often simply “cell dose’”have been employed. ‘“t-lit’”,“hit-size”, and

‘“celldose”’will be used here interchangeably.

Although it is alao useful to distinguish between stochastically

delivered as opposed to planned doses, this is to avoid confusion and not a

substantive requirement. In other words, all else being equal, an organism

has no physiological means of determining whether a given agent transfer

has occurred stochastically or by plan.

It is only because of the above-outlined capabilities of

mfcrodosimetric methods that the substantial advantages of usinti the

cell dose approach can be realized. The instrument Is “completely blind”

to the type or energy of the radiation particle responsible for the given

energy deposition. Thus the number of htts and the hit sizes art?

““object-oriented*’quantities, on which the extent and severity of etfect

resulting from radiation exposure depends. In other words, in principle,

it is unnecessary to know anything about the nature of the field in which

the biological material is exposed. The large advantage of this lies not

only in that it usually Is quite difficult practically, even for the most

‘“pure”*of radiations, to determine the field strength in terms of the

fluences and energies of the different types of particles. In mixed

fields, it Is often essentially impossible to define adequately these

variables. Even If defined, they are too remote from the biological eftect

to be satisfactory for quantitative prediction purposes. illcrodosimetry in

principle obviates any requirement for their measurement.

The companion advantage of using microdosimetric methods is that, in

permitting measurements to be msde at the time of stochastic events, they

in effect turn the abstract risk of being dosed, and cell doses, into

concrete values. Even though it is usually not possible to design~te which

living cell is hit, or to assign any particular cell dose to any ~iven

cell, It is possible to state accurately the relative numbers that were hit

at any given value of cell dose, for any given exposure. Thus one has

essentially all tb information that one has in pharmacology and

toxicology, in which the number of individuals at any given dose level is

known precisely, and from which the (fractional) number of quantal

responders can be determined.

5012911
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Vith the above digression, Me Un 11OVreturn to Fi~. 3. It is clear

from the fi~ure that it is incomplete and misleading to present t~ledata in

tsrms of a “linear-no-threshold” relationship. Rather, as shoun also in

?i?j. 2 the data should be presented ns distributions of ‘nitcells, the

area of the distribution representing t’netotal amount of exposure. It

then becomes clear that whdt is needed to evaluate che number of hit cells

that will respond quantally is the cell equivalent of an or~an-dose

~+spo~se CUrVe, i.,e., a relationsl]ip that WilI provide the probability of

a cell quantal response, as a function of Increasing cell dose. Such a

function, termed a hit-size effectiveness function (HSEF), tm heen

5012918

developed (11-14). %e such curve is shown schersatlcallyas the S-shaped

curve Ln Fig. 2. ArIfrctu~lcurve far chromosome abnoraalitles, derived

frvm the data in Fig. 1, is shown in Fig. 5.(3). The use of these curves

is now discussed, following which t}wtc derivation is summarized.

1.0

010

,,,, ,,,,,

CH2B2 CELLS

chromosome otsmmolitIos

(Skarsgord )

{-

abnormol mctophosas

U=21.5pmz

A .
chrorrrat)d ●XCIWlf)#

rJ=10.4pm2

2’Q ;0
1 ;olA,s&

260 300

y/koVpm-’

Fig. S An itSLFderived from the data shown in Fig. 1 (from
,?.

Gef. 3). The two curves are for different chromosome aberrations. ~
.Y

Use of the HSEF

The use of the liSEFis shown schematically in Fig. 2.

1

For any one or

combination of cell hit size distributions shown, one simply multiplies the:

distribution by the HSW,
.

i.e., the number of hit cells at each hit size 184

multiplied by the correspol~ding point m the HSEF. The resulting products

-216-
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the fraction of hit cells respondin~ qllantallyat each cell duse point on

tiledistribution obtained with lLE only, are sho~n as tl~enuch s~tiller

distributions within the larger ones. The area under each of the smallec

distributiar~s yielcis the total fraction of exposed cells responding

quantally, for each of the exposures markea E-1, E-2, and E-?. It ffj this

fractioo, of exposed cells responding yuautally foc a &iven amount of

exposure, that is the end product of the rfsk evaluation. It is the total

aCtL;~l result 10 the given cellular system, ‘i.e., the excess incidence, in

that system, of transformed cells resulting from the given exposure. Such

e value -n be obtained in this mani]erfor any amount of exposure to a

radiation of any LET, or mixture , ~fthout any requirement to util~Zt? the

‘“linear,am-threshold’” function required in the currently used approach.

However, it may be useful to shou how the proposed approach -n be

tied into, but differs froltithe presect system. This is illustrated in

Fig. 6. The linear curve in the left hand panel permits one to determine

t~lenumber of hit cells, or the risk of a cell being hit, for a given

I
I

w I

w

z

a..

i

2

Fig. 6 Scheioatic plot showing the use of a norm~lized z
distribution. Multiplfcatfon of this distribution by the
HSEF permits one to estimate the fraction of cells
responding quaritally (solid circle on the curve marked
Iq in the left panel), from the fraction of cells hit
and dosed (open circle on the curve marked F).
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exposure E (the open circle on the curve marked F). This sfngle curve L8

for any LET radiation, or mixture., obtained with LLE only. The hit size

distributions for the given radiation are provided in the upper,rfght hand

corner. $his distribution, as opposed to those in Fig. 2, is normalized to

1.0. If this distribution is then multipled by the HSEF, shown in the
.

center right panel, the product will represent the distribution of

quantally responding cells, shown in the right lower panel. The areas

under this distribution represent the number of hit cells in the upper

normalized distribution that respond quantally. Multiplying this value by

the number of bit cells given by the open circle in linear curve F in the

left panel yields the total incidence Iq of quantally responding cells, for

exposure E, shown as the solid circle on curve I .
q

It is emphasized that the “’normalized distributions- approach depicted

in Fig. 6 is for illustrative purposes only. Neither “linear, non-

threshold”’ relationship, nor distributions for different LET’s need be

refitrred to or used In practice (it is superfluous to provide a curve for

the risk of a hit versus exposure --the distribution of hit sizes

suffices). That is to say, for any given exposure, whatever the LET or

mixtures of LETIS, only a single distribution would be recorded by tlvs

microdosineter. Direct application of the HSEF would yield the required

‘“risk coefficient”. Thus, in practice, the cell dose approach could

obviate the need for multiple *’dose response” curves (Fig. 1), and it could

replace the concept of LET entirely. Conceptually, the “T” In LET is not
: q

the average mean of the energy depositions in tissue. Rather, it refers to %’,
.*4

the amounts of energy deposited in the cell TCVs--the cell doses.

The approach described above applies strictly only tQ LLE and to ;[

“’simple cell” systems, Since at least the bulk of human cancers are *Z:>
7-<~

monoclinal, and thus presumably of single cell origin, an HSEF could also
;$;
.:-
.’.

be determined for carcinogenesis in mammals. However, ,’theNSEF would apply %:,,’.:~j

only to those malignantly transformed cells, for a
4
Iven exposure, that .!;

were expressed as a cancer. Requfred additionally would be a relationship ~~~

for the incidence of expressed cancers as a function of the total number of~\i
..

transformed cells. It is possible,
.:

with present advances in the .,:

identification of cell types, that this relationship could be determined
1

directly.
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. Derivation of the HSEF

The derivation of the HSEF is described in detail elsewhere

(3,11-13). The ka8ic input information consists of quite accurately

determined organ absorbed dose-cell response data, for a series of

ca~iatfons covering a wide span of ~ualities. In addition, it is necessary

to have quite accurately determined mfcrodosirnetrfc data, that will pro~~de

both the number of hits per cell and the hit-size distributions. These

distributions overlap, as can be seen in Figure 4. It is reasonable to

assume that hits of a given size in a small enough target will have the

same effectiveness, independent of the hit size distribution of origin.

The effectiveness of the different distributions =n then be obtained, and

the regions of overlap provide independent information on the effectiveness

of the individual hit sizes. It is then possible, by an iterative

deconvolution process, to arrive ultirnacely at an HSEF that most accurately

fits the input data.

This derivation is purely empirical, i.e., it is independent of

assumptions or theories about molecular or other subcellular mechanisms of

action of the radiations. In other words, most if not all of available

models or theories of radiobiological action begin with assumptions about

mechanisms, e.g., that double strand breaks may be responsible for some or

all of the cell transformations observed. In deriving the HSEF, on the

other hand, only observed quantal responses are used.

Anomalies in the Present System

Several anomalies in the set of typical cell “dose response”
curves

shoun in Fig. 1 can be pointed out immediately. For instance, although the

response is of individual cells, the “dose* is the average for the entire

organ. It is taken to be axfomatic that the stimulus to an individual, be

It a cell or an organ, must be measured at the same level as the initial

biological response. Although the effe tive agent fs purported to be

1energy, Fig. 1 shows a number of ‘dose ,esponse” curves for that same

agent. Also, as seen with lithium ions, the same particle but with

different energies results in markedly different curve slopes. In fact, by

suitable choice of particle and energy, more and more curves -n readily be

added to the set until the roughly triangular area represented by the

curves is filled in completely and constitutes an area (Fig. 7). This

shows the fallacy and futility of the present dose-response curve-REE
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system, i.e. , one needs in principle a separate, empirically determined

‘“curve”, for a~ent carriers (particles) of every conceivable type and

energy, so that any generality of the Ri3Econcept is illusory. Thus severe

compromises must be made in order for the system to be workable at all.
●

D’filH

Fig. 7 Schematic based on Fig. 1, Indicating that,
rwitiLLE, one can in principle fill in completely the

“’triangular area” represented by the family of curves
showrl in FiG. 1. ‘l%iscan be done simply by appropriate
choices of particle type and energy. The plot indl~tes
that any discrete values of RBE that may be &rived from
the carves la Fig. 1 are arbitrary and un!que to
a particular set of circumstances . Thfs indicates the
need for a different approach, such as that involving the
HSEF.

Th~ fact that the curves can fill an ,lreaalso indlates that an

additional variable is involved as well as an unexpressed co~tinuous

function. That is to say, the t!lree-dimensional plot in.Flg. 3 1s

required. This missing variable has been t},ought to be LET, expressed as

kev pm-~in tissues. However, it has long been well appreciated that LET

1s not .ldcquate for the purpose. It 1s clear from tt~ above discussion

that this missing function is not LET, in the sense of transfer of energy

to tissues. Rather, the crqnsfer is quite specific--to the cell TCV, to

constitute cell dose, Thus high- and 1ow-LET radiations night better be

Fi

.as

th,
or:
or:
al~
dos
wit

part

call

dose

that

Sl@l]

rfsk

characterized as lacge- aad small cell dose-praducing radiations.
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High-Level Exposure

The above discussion has referred principally to “loti-level-

exposure. The differences between low- and high- level exposure are shown

in Figure 8, for a low-LET radiation only. The heavy solid line, ffrst

horiz~ntal and then diagonal, is for the specific erlergy (cell dose), vs.

the absorbed dose to the organ. The upper dotted line 1s for the fraction

of ceils hit, i.e,~ the number of hits per cell, as a function of organ

absorbed dose.

I&

/

~------ ---
d =. 8pmJ/i

%Y ,
/

/
- ,/

[

7“
t

;< {*..+,.
low dose

, ,-. - ,
hdgh dose

. .:

w * ne, llll ,0.t

10$ 10’ 10’ lo~ 10? 10’ UP 10’ Iv

Absorbeddose/Gy

Fig. 3 Relationship hetueen the specfflc energy, i.e., cell dose, as well
as the fraction of affected target-containing volumes within a cell, and
the organ absorbed dose in Gy. Note that at large crgan doses, cell and
organ dose approach being equal, and the varlauce becomes small. At low
organ doses, the expectation value of the cell dose becomes constant,
although the variance of that mean is quite large. At these low organ
doses, it is only the fraction of cells hit and dosed that can increase

with organ absorbed dose. ,-

Vhere the solid line becomes diagonal, in the upper large-exposure

part of the curve, each cell has received a large number of hits. If one

calls the summation of energy densities froa these multiple hits the ‘“cell

dose”, then it is clear that even though the individual hits constltutfn&

that “dose” vdry greatly in size, the v~riance of the mean wiil become

.sm~llerand smaller. There is then no reason to evaluate separately t!le

risk for each discrete hit. It ia adequate, for practiciil reason~, simply
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to use the man energy dens ity in the organ as the absocbed dose. In other

tiords, in these high-exposure re~iom, the cell dose and the organ dose

are, for all practical purposes, identtcal. We can then charactectze and

predict th~ probability of a hiolo~ic+l response in the cell population, or

[n the oc~an itself, in terms of a single parameter, the absorbed dose D to

the oc2an.
.

However, at the bend in the curve, the exposure splits into

inde~endenc components, the mean cell dose ~ and the number of hits per

cell, F. Note that the expectation value of E, even though tlw vari~nce 1s

large, reaalus constant, so that tb.eonly cellular parameter that can

i~crease with increasln~ exposure is F, the number of hfts per exposed

cell. Thus, ‘withLLE, neither the dose to the cells nor the mean dose

fncreases; it is only the nunbec of cell?

While LLE has its cou:lterpart in the

‘which only a small fraction of an exposed

increasing exposure, there is no analogue

accidemts. The reason for this is that,

if the accident rate in a glverrpopulatio(

fcactlon per year, even drastic action is

dosed that can increase.

macro accident situation, in

human population is hit with

of HLE exposure with macro

or practical and ethical reasons,

Lncteases above a very small

likely to be taken to effecc a

decrease. With radiation, on the other hand, the accldeut rate can be

increased at will, so that any given cell csn readily be subjected to

dozens or more accfdents, in the co,lrseof minutes, seconds, or less. It

Ls only because of t;lisfact , which may permit interactions bztween the

eff+cts of the hits before rep~ir can take place, that the ‘“quadratic-

term, seen only with hi~h-level exposure of cells tv lo~-LET radiation,

1

.....,

*
exists ●

::

Tile transition from 1OW- to high-level radiation exposure IS depicted
:h’

in F1.gure9, for cell lethality oI.lly.
,- .$$;

Note the fnitial linear irlcreaseiu ,i&

C’]eLLE r gion, in the num&r of quant.~1 responders as a function of 0.

7

g$

f

‘,!>
Because o multiple hits and Intec-tictfve processe~, the curve rises rather ~

l’h
steeply beginning in the tc~ns.itionzole,

-~.,
so that a large fraction oi organ :’

cells have been killed as one enters the HLE region. ‘$
ra [

In this region, some
., va I

of the organs and therefore the organisms, at a given value of l),will fail ~~j
1s

functionally and die,
.:.~

and the fra:tion will increase to unity as D ..’.:
,.’,

[ncreases. AEain, the largest difference between the two regions ts that ‘~~~
..

with HI.}. the tocus 1S on the fqdtv~dull, and the single para!neter U is . .



adequate to evaluate the average probability of the quantal response ac ~ny

given dose D. With LLE, on the other hand, each point OCJ the curve shown

repce.seats an entire populatl.on of cells, antithe inteces t focuses on how

many l? that population will be stirfous~y injured or killed. ‘Here the

number of cells hit, the distribution of hit sizes, and an HsLF, are

required for risk evaluation.

D

LLE [ IILE
! ●

F<< I.() I
I

I
i

FmI.o; ~F#D

1.0

o

‘.
,:; I

!,.,

Fig. 9 Schematic showing the transition, for cell lethality, ;,
from LLE where absorbed dose is not appropriate, to HLE where [’

‘1it is. Key is curve A, which is both an exposure-quantal
(lethal) response function for cells, and a dose-effect curve

~i
,j’

for the next highest level of biological organization, thti ,:;
Iorgan. At low exposures the focus is on evaluating t}w number !’i,

of cell elements responding quantally. At l~rge exposures the
,1

focus fs on the &gree to uhlch functioc of the cell system,
the organ, has been compromised by massive cell killing. This
determines the probability of the organ, and tiarefore the
organism responding quantally (lethally).

, ,($
‘i I

Relationship between RBE and the HSEF
,,<,,

.\

!!::

,As seen from Eq (1) above, the organ absorbed dose D is equal to iF.
i

1’
,~,

t’TI s the WE, ufth LLE, is simply the ratio of

radiation, divided by

varies with radiation

is to be a measure of

=F for the test !~igh-LliT

quality, the valtiesof F

the influence of quality

,/:iF for the standard ,,

radtation, Ilowever, since F

should be made equ~l if RCE

Wly, as irJdic-Jtedby

i
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the value of 2 alone. Then the R13Ewould be simply the ratio of the value

of 2 for the standacd, to that of the hfgh-LET radiation.

The result is shown in Fig. 10, in which an HSEF, i.e., the

probability of a cell responding qu~ntally, Pq, vs. z is plotted. In using

the HSEF, the entire distribution of 2 is wultii>lied by the HSEF to obtain

values far the cell ris’kfrom a radiation of any quality. However, as. seen

in the Fig, the RBE utilizes only the mean values uf z, and as such the P.BE

ratio provides ~n iniiicatioo of tile effectiveness of a radiation that

delivers predominantly high cell doses, relative to the standard that

d~liv~rs essentially only small cell doses. Thus it is seen that the RDE

is at &st simply a crude mettiodof approximating in stepwfse fashion what

an fiSEFpresents as a continuous function. Ic is conceptually quzsLionable

beCaUSe aS used it is a confounded ~atio, and employs only avera~e values

of cetl dose. The latter would be valfa only if the cell risk were

proportional to cell dose, uhich it clezrly is not.

RELATIVE
BIOLOGICAL

EFFECTIVENESS
(RBE)

N

z t HSEF
.

CL!!

I
Fig. 10 relationship between the HSEF and RBE, taken as the

ratfo of Z fo~ the smndard, to that for a high-LET radiation.
The RBE is a crude approximation to the HSEF, In that it is
tiw ratio of the mean of the relatively large cell doses
deliveted by a l,i&h-LE’lradiation, to the mean of the relatively
low cell doses delivered by the lrw-LET standard radiation.
%c text for additional explaaatlon.
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DISCUSSION

The above-presented cell d~se approach to radiation risk evaluation

differs drastically from that presently used. Cell populations aad the

energy deposited in each cell replace the organ and orgaa dose concepts. A
.

Ph a~ldstatistical mechanics approach to evaluaclng cell-charged particle

interactions! replaces the Md approach currently used. ?lean values of LET-.

in tissues is abandoned In favor of use of the HSKF to evaluate risk to the

single cell. Object-oriented physical quantities that are closely related

to cell damage replace the more remote field quantities, Thus

distributions of cells, the HSEF, and the associated distribution of

quantally responding cells replace “linear, non-threshold” relationships.

The approach, in principle, appears to be far more coherent, internally

consistent and logical than is the present system that must employ various

factors and various versfons of *’doseequivalent” to permit it to be

operable at all. The present system could in principle obviate tfe need,

uhile LLE, for radiation qudlity and LET; field quantities; a “standard

radiation-, linear “dose effect” and “dose response” relationship; risk

coefffcfents; RBE; Cl,dose equivalent and rem.

The propo8ed approach embracing the HSEF permits the estimation, with

aay e~posure, of the (fractional) number of cells in the individual that

are transformed. Assuming all exposed normal individuals have

approximately the same number of relevant cells, xe then Un have, in

prfnclple, a population of Individuals xith known and equal numbers of

tran~formed cells. With a graded series of exposures, these nUfRbf2KScould

then be correlated with cancer incidence, in animals at in human b=ings.

The result would be a relationship for ancer risk as a function of the

number of transformed cells in the individual.

tiSEF’s for macro accidents, although they

1

n he and are obtained in

experiments in uhich stochastic energy transfer s simulated, are not used

or even referred to operationally. Tbe obvious reason is that a quantal

response whi

concept nor

evaluation.

experiments

only for app

.ch may result an be readily observed, so that neither a dose

dose-response relationships are requtred for practical risk

Similarly, quantal responses of cells can, in o~st laboratory

usfng “single cell systelos”, lx observed promptly. Thus it iS

reciably delayed responses, such as cancer or heritable

(’
f
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defects, that ~ complete appcoach to risk assessment at Lhe time of

exposure must involve the HSEF for cells.

Since the HISEFapproach could replace the present approaches using LET,

it has significance with respect to differences in “track structure’” seen

with radiat~ons of different “quality”. Some of the severity of cellulac

effect that ‘has been ascribed to LET arid track structure differences, may

well be due to a difference in dose to the cells. With most, parttclllarly

planned transfers of chronosomal agents, it has hen more or less generally

acce!>ted that a larger dose will ha more effective per unit dose than a

smaller one, apparently with little or no necessary requirement being

perceived to investigate why.

The interpretation of a “llne=ir, non-threshold” curve (for exposure

and not dose) also changes with che HSEF appr&ch. That is to say,

following any amount of population exposure, there of course can be

stochastic interactions with health consequences. It is true that “any

a~ount”v i.e., as little as a single encounter, could & lethal. Houever,

the conditions for this are 1) one must first i~ve experienced such an

encounter, and 2) lt must he of a size such that the dose transferred Is

.

q

large enougt,

response.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

to have some tangible probability
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